Ruibin mode 萬賓調
2356123

1. Mist and rain over Dongting Lake 洞庭煙雨

freely

2. The Yangzi and Han river scenery is broad and clear 江漢舒晴

more rhythmic

© John Thompson
3. Cloud images cast down by a brilliant sky 天光雲景

very free

The passage on the first string calling for (sliding into) unison sounds (depicts) cloud images in the rippling water
4. The sky and water join on the horizon 水接天隅
108 一紂合處亦謂水光雲景

(moved from m 53; concerns m.108-115.)
'the passage on the first string calling for (sliding into) unison sounds also depicts cloud images in the rippling water'

5. Waves roll and clouds fly 浪捲雲飛

116 搗作centre. 綴上影不顧影茹選芍草眼。
6. A wind comes up and stirs the water 風起水湧

7. Water and sky have the same azure color 水天一碧
8. Cold river and cool moon 寒江月冷
slow and free

faster
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9. Limpid waves extend 10,000 miles 萬里澄波

10. (Night) scenery reflects all aspects of nature 影涵萬象